The problem of planning the motion is investigated for distributed multiple mobile agents A method is proposed for a few heterogeneous mobile agents (robots) of di erent sizes and moving capabitilies to coordinate their motions in a distributed manner to achieve a map-making task. The agents are assumed to have su cient memory to store the map and to be able to communicate with each other. Our approach makes use of an occupancy grid and a map is to be completed to a speci ed resolution. The algorithm is described and computer simulation of the algorithm is reported.
Introduction
The problem of distributed intelligence has been one of the active subjects in robotics and machine intelligence. Recently, problems involving multiple mobile agents (i.e., mobile robots) have been addressed by a number of researchers 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 10]. The primary concern so far has been to ensure collision avoidance between multiple robots, that is, mobile robots are to be moved from their start positions to their destinations so as not to collide with each other, while avoiding a deadlock situation. A number of methods have been proposed for a set of mobile robots to achieve their destinations.
In this paper, we address the issue of task level planning by cooperating multiple mobile robots. Speci cally, we discuss the problem in the context of terrain acquisition by multiple mobile robots equipped with rudimentary range sensors. We propose a method by which a few mobile robots are to work cooperatively to complete a map of a certain bounded region whose geometry is not given initially.
The set of mobile robots can be heterogeneous in our formulation, i.e., some robots may move faster than others, some robots may move through passages between obstacles which are too narrow for other robots, some ranges of the sensors also vary, etc. Each robot is assumed to possess memory large enough to store a map of the entire region, know its current position at all times, and can communicate with all other robots with negligible delay. Our problem is to provide an exploration strategy to be employed by the robots to obtain a map of the region to a given resolution. Our problem described above will require a number of issues be addressed.
Decentralized on-line approach : From the problem description, suitable approaches are likely to be of decentralized and on-line type. Given a situation, each robot decides its action using its individual reasoning capabilities. The approach is more fault tolerant than a centralized one and requires less reasoning power at each robot.
Robot cooperation : The robots are required to cooperate to develop an e cient solution.
Robots with greater speeds and sensor ranges should traverse the region as far as possible and robots with small sizes should be called upon to explore areas where obstacles impose a size constraint on other navigating robots, etc.
Con ict resolution and negotiation between agents : At times, the robots will encounter situations where there is a possible con ict between the actions of the robots. When called for cooperation by other mobile robots, each robot needs to make a decision whether to accept it or not and if it accepts, when to start doing so. Another aspect is collision avoidance between the robots while moving in the same space. Our approach employs communication between robots and their sensor ranges to avoid collision.
Path planning in a partially known environment : As robots cooperate, situations arise where a robot has to move to assist another robot in the region. Thus, motion for the assisting robot must be planned from the current to a designated position using a partial map of the environment obtained so far.
The objective of this paper is to propose a mechanism for cooperative motion planning for distributed mobile agents in the context of terrain acquisition. We are given a 2D rectangular area containing stationary obstacles in it. The map of the area is to be completed as a bitmap to a speci ed resolution. The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de nes our models for mobile robots and the environment. Our method is described in detail in Section 3 and simulation results are demonstrated in Section 4. Section 5 contains brief concluding remarks.
De nitions and Assumptions
In this section, we de ne our models of the mobile robot and the environment. The region is a 2-dimensional plane with an arbitrary number of stationary objects of arbitrary shape. The environment is treated as an occupancy grid (i.e., a bitmap) of a speci ed resolution M by N. Each cell (pixel) of the grid is either`occupied' or`free'. A cell is`occupied' when it is covered by some obstacles; otherwise it is free. From the robot viewpoint, a free cell is further classi ed into`visited',`unvisited', and`unseen'. Initially, all cells are class ed as unseen' for all robots. In the de nition below, we use the cell as a unit to measure various quantities, such as the robot size. The task assigned to the robots is to complete a map of the environment by moving around the environment. Participating mobile robots are indexed by i and denoted by R i . Each mobile robot R i is of nite-size and its other properties are speci ed by the following parameters. size i : Smallest square block that can enclose R i . Most mobile robots today are either round or rectangular in shape. In the present paper, we use a square bounding box of side size i to enclose the robot R i and identify R i by the square block. sensor range i : Each mobile robot is assumed to be equipped with a set of rudimentary proximity sensors (e.g., sonars) that can determine whether its neighboring cells are occupied or empty. The scope of the proximity sensor sensor range is de ned as a square region centered at R i within which the proximity sensor can reliably determine if a cell is free or occupied as long as it is not occluded from R i . In general, all sensors have some measurement errors and they vary for all sensors. For example, sonar readings are known to be unreliable for re ective walls. Thus, sensor range merely de nes a conservative estimate within which free cells around the robot are correctly identi ed. To be extremely conservative, this parameter sensor range i may be set to size i . This means that the robot can identify free cells only if it can move onto those cells without collision. In this paper, we do not consider 3-dimensional geometry (e.g., an object hanging from the ceiling). Thus, any object in the plane is considered detectable by the proximity sensors when the robot is su ciently close to it. This is achievable if the robot has a ring of proximity sensors around it. speed i : Number of cells R i can travel in unit time. It is considered a variable dependent on each R i , since the mobile robots could have di erent operational moving speeds. For example, a robot with a wide sensor-range may only proceed slowly to process sensor data acquired. In our simulation, R i usually moves at a speed set by this parameter unless it is stopped temporarily due to some con ict resolution mechanism. Robot motion is de ned by a discrete step of its center from the current cell to any of the 8-connected adjacent cells. Robots cannot move to a cell if their extents overlap with occupied cells. quantum i : Each robot has its own working unit while exploring the plane. This unit for R i is called quantum i . This concept plays a role in our algorithm below. Let us give an idea at this point. The unit quantum i is considered as a \chunk of area" which R i is to complete while exploring the plane (Fig. 1) . In our algorithm, a robot R i may be interrupted by another robot R j and asked to come over to a certain location. In such a case, R i may commit itself to do so only after completing the quantum that R i is currently in. The idea behind this scheme is to avoid fragmentation of unexplored areas. If a robot were to leave its quantum before sweeping the quantum completely, it might produce an irregular shaped unexplored area. Due to the irregular shape, robots of a larger size may not be able to sweep the area e ectively. This may cause a potential ine ciency in utilizing a limited resource of mobile agents. The space quantum is a square region to be used in the sweep algorithm employed by each robot and is determined by the size of the robot. In our simulation, quantum i is the size of the smallest robot bigger than R i . For the largest robot, it is the entire space. priority i : Each R i has a priority. Priority is used for con ict resolution. mode i : Each mobile robot is in one of the following three modes at any given time, i.e., Sweep, Qcall, and GiveWay. In Sweep mode, each robot explores the region independently in quantum of a size de ned by quantum i in either the eastern or western direction, using a space sweep algorithm described below. When a robot R i encounters a situation in which it cannot resolve by itself, it calls for help. In our simulation model, if it can see some free space but cannot explore the space itself due to its size (e.g., a space too narrow for it to move to), it is said to have found a tunnel. It then places information about the tunnel (i.e., unexplored free space) onto the call queue of another robot so that it can explore the region later. Candidate robots, in this case, are those that are narrower than the tunnel in size. The information about a tunnel is of the form < entry; exit >, where entry is the nearest pixel R i can see but cannot enter and exit is the furthest pixel in R i 's sensor range connected to entry. Robot selection for tunnel exploration is based on the size of the candidate robot, the current length of its call queue and its proximity to the location, taking into consideration the partial map of the environment obtained so far.
After having swept a space quantum, the robots check their call queues and either enter Qall mode (in which it moves to the closest location on its call queue), or continues sweeping a neighboring quantum in case of an empty queue. The closest location on its call queue can dynamically change as the robot traverses through an uncharted portion or as new information arrives.
An item (i.e., message) may be removed from the call queue of a robot R j by another robot R k , if R k decides to explore the free space region corresponding to the message. A message is removed from the queue by R j itself if R j either nishes exploring the region or R j further delegates the region to a smaller robot.
Collision detection and avoidance are solved by broadcasting intended motion of all robots and in case of impending collision between robots stalling one of the robots based on priority. When a robot stalls, it is said to be in a GiveWay mode. This mechanism is described in detail in Section 3.
Our other assumptions include the following. Each robot is assumed to have memory large enough to store the entire occupancy grid and it can communicate with all other robots with negligible delay so that all robots can share information. As will become evident from our algorithm, incomplete information transfer would in most cases just reduce the e ciency of the algorithm due to lack of communication and redundant motion. Incorrect information communication, however, could a ect the correctness of the cooperatively constructed map. The communication bandwidth for the robots is bounded above by the number of bits required to represent the largest sensor range. Each robot knows where it is located in the environment at all times. This is possible if the robots are located in an environment in which they can use some landmarks (e.g, marks on ceilings) to locate their positions.
Algorithm
This section describes our algorithm for the mobile robots. The following algorithm MAP is executed at each robot concurrently. Algorithm MAP makes use of seven procedures, IntendedMove, ValidMove, CheckForTunnels, UpdateMode, EnQueue, DeQueue, and OnQueue, which are described below in detail.
The outline of Algorithm MAP is described as follows. While the map is incomplete, R i calls IntendedMove which determines the next possible move based on R i 's current state. Next, R i receives intended moves from all other robots. If R i 's next move is valid, as checked by ValidMove, R i is moved, and the map is updated accordingly using information collected at the new location. ValidMove resolves motion between robots in case collision is likely. In this paper, we assume that at most two robots encounter at a time. Con ict resolution for more than two robots is complex and discussed elsewhere (see 1] for example). CheckForTunnels checks the surrounding region for tunnels smaller than the exploring robots size and EnQueue enqueues, and DeQueue removes each tunnel from the appropriate call-queue. The current status of the robot is then checked for a possible change of mode. The updated map is broadcast to all other robots. The algorithm terminates when a com-plete map of the connected free space of the area has been constructed, to the resolution permitted by the sensor range. IntendedMove(robot): This procedure determines the next possible move for the robot based on the robot's current mode. The Sweep algorithm below plays a central role in determining R i 's intended direction of motion. Generally, the robot is to sweep the plane horizontally starting from northern rows down to southern rows as determined by the following rule. When the robot is sweeping the area horizontally, it is either in westbound mode or eastbound mode.
1. Let C be the current cell in which R i is located. Check cells that are in R i 's sensor range in a clockwise or counter-clockwise direction depending on whether the robot is eastbound or westbound (see Fig. 2 for illustration) . If a free cell is found that has not already been seen by any of the robots, then the rst such cell, say U, in that ordering is the next cell to visit. Mark all cells within R i 's sensor range as`seen' and move to U.
2. If all cells in R i 's sensor range are already marked as \seen" (by one of the robots) in step 1, then the robot moves southbound until it comes to an unseen cell and reverses its travelling direction.
3. If moving southbound in step 2 is not possible, then R i backtracks (see below) and repeat the process from Step 1.
At this point, let us illustrate robot action de ned by the above rule by using an example. In Fig. 2 , the shaded area represents an obstacle. Suppose that R i is in an eastbound mode. It moves into the northwest direction as far as it can, until it hits an obstacle or some area that is already seen (Fig. 2a) . Then, it follows the boundary of the obstacle toward the north (Fig. 2b) . When it cannot move in the northern direction any more, it starts sweeping the area in the eastern direction (Fig. 2c) . When it hits an obstacle (or some area already seen) and all adjacent cells are marked as`seen', it will move down and start moving toward the west (Fig. 2d) . Concerning \backtrack" motion in Step 3, the following are two possible strategies. Note that a cell can be either (1) visited, (2) unvisited but seen, or (3) unseen. For example, in Fig. 3 , cells marked by`U' are unseen, and they are next to seen cells. Unseen cells can be a part of an obstacle such as the leftmost one in Fig. 3. 1. An unvisited cell that is near the current cell is set as a temporary goal to move to, or 2. One of the unseen cells is set as a temporary goal to move to. In both cases, if the chosen cell cannot be reached, another one is used as a temporary goal. The robot can reach one of the cells (if it is empty) by traversing an already explored region. Fig. 3 illustrates such a case.
In GiveWay mode, the robot stalls while the other one nds a collision free move. It resumes moving when no other robot is found within a pre-speci ed distance. In Qcall mode, the U U U U Figure 3 : Example of backtrack motion robot tries to move to a tunnel to be explored. This process involves path planning in a partially known environment. Any of the known approaches to path planning in an unknown environment can be adopted.
ValidMove: This procedure takes intended-moves of all robots and compares them with that of the given robot for impending collision. In case of collision between R i and R j with priority R i > R j , the following action takes place: If R i 's intended-move does not con ict R j 's current position, R j stalls. If R i 's intended-move con icts with R j 's current position and R j 's intended-move con icts with R i 's current position, then R i stalls until R j is out of the way by a certain distance. Otherwise, R j stalls and gives way for R i to move.
UpdateMode: This procedure sets the current mode of the robot. It makes transitions such as Sweep to Qcall at the end of a space quantum on a non-empty call-queue, Qcall to Sweep on completion of exploration of a tunnel (it also calls DeQueue at this point to remove tunnel locations) and transitions between other modes and GiveWay for collision avoidance.
CheckForTunnels: A tunnel with respect to a robot can be de ned as a 4-connected free space path, with one end closer to the robots' current location and the other end at the boundary of the robots sensor-range, through which the robot cannot navigate due to a size constraint. Thus a tunnel represents a link to a potential region of free space that is unreachable by the robot. Tunnels can be checked for by an exhaustive search of the bitmapped region around the robot within its sensor-range.
When a tunnel has been detected by a robot, the robot selects one candidate robot to which to send the tunnel's location. Selection involves three major factors, i.e., the current length of the robot's call-queue (higher priority when shorter), the size of the robot (highest priority when largest possible to t through the tunnel), ease of path planning from the current goal of the robot to the tunnel location. Given only a partial map, a rough measure for ease of path planning could simply be the Euclidean distance. A weighted sum of the above criteria determines the robot to be picked.
EnQueue: This procedure nds robot R with minimum weighted sum of call-queue length, size, and distance to the tunnel location, and enqueues the tunnel on R's call-queue.
Tunnel locations indicate potential free space to be explored. If one end of a tunnel location corresponds to an end of another which is already on some robot's call-queue, it has been or will be explored and should not be enqueued to the call-queue.
DeQueue: Tunnel locations are dequeued from the call-queue of the given robot. OnQueue: This function returns true if and only if the tunnel location already exists on some other robot's call-queue.
Examples
Now we show an execution example for simulated mobile agents. Figure 4a contains a simple scene with two obstacles and three mobile agents, R 1 , R 2 , and R 3 . In this example, all three robots' sizes are 1 and sensor-ranges are set to 3. Also, there are no tunnels in this example scene and the agents are homogeneous. Initially, R 1 and R 2 are westbound and R 3 is eastbound. Figure 4b is the scene after seven steps where R 1 and R 2 meet on the way. Explored cells are lightly shaded. In this case, based on the collision resolution mechanism, R 2 stalls until R 1 moves ve cells away. After R 1 resumes moving, it moves toward the closest unseen cell (lower-right corner), as all neighbor cells have already been seen. Figure 4c is 9 steps after Fig. 4b . Figure 4d shows a scene close to completion. After this point, the lower-left corner is the only unseen area to be visited. See 11] for another example where agents are heterogeneous. Table 1 shows results of a number of runs obtained using our simulation program on environments with di erent numbers of tunnels. The left most column is the percentage of area occupied by obstacles to the entire region. It has been observed that the number of free cells is the dominant factor in the performace. Also, the general tendency is that in the beginning of the algorithm, the robots sweep the area independently, thus exploration is e ectively conducted. However, toward the end of the algorithm, the robots are directed toward unexplored areas through cells that have already been explored. This tends to cause performace degradation.
%obstacle #obstacles #tunnels #calls steps to completion 37 21 6  3  243  21  8  2  3  156  24  28  6  4  215  40  13  3  3  124  60  10  2  0  101  69  3  1  3  70  Table 1 . Simulation Statistics In our method, no attempt has been made to optimize the motions of the involved agents. However, it is of interest to indicate how e cient our group of agents are in comparison with a single agent case. For example, for the input of Fig. 4 , it would take at least 50 steps to complete the map by a single mobile agent of the same parameters (using our algorithm with the number of agents set to one). The three mobile agents complete the task within 24 steps. The primary overhead is that extra steps are required to move the agents through the area that has already been explored toward the end of the task. We have tried to reduce this overhead by considering explored cells as obstacles in the initial stage of exploration. However, toward the end of the task, it is inevitable to navigate through explored cells.
From the way the algorithm is written, it must be clear that terrain acquisition can be accomplished if (1) deadlocks don't occur and (2) the smallest robot is as small as the cell size. Deadlock avoidance between multiple mobile robots is a di cult problem in its own right (see 1, 3] ). Although our deadlock avoidance mechanism works most of the time, it does not guarantee the absence of deadlocks under complicated situations. Condition 2 is necessary, as the robot may need to navigate though a narrow passage (as the right-lower corner of Fig. 4) to complete the task.
Concluding Remarks
We have investigated the problem of terrain acquisition by distributed mobile robots. We have provided a method for map making by means of cooperation and communication between the robots. An approach to the problem has been presented and simulation results have been discussed.
In our approach, the robots work independently most of the time. When a robot nds a situation that is di cult to resolve by itself, it will send the problem to another robot which is likely to be able to resolve the situation. In this respect, our approach is di erent from approaches making use of the central planner 3] or distributed approaches with no communication 5]. In our model, robots have a mechanism to resolve con ict between themselves when such a situation arises. The approach is catered to heterogeneous robots. With homogeneous robots, queue calls are never invoked and the approach degenerates to the simple case of each robot working independently on some part of the map. For a small number of robots, our model seems to work reasonably well. However, our algorithm does not work for pathological cases in which the robots in Qcall mode block each other in a narrow corridor preventing the progress of each other's mission. The relationship between the geometry of the environment and the appropriate number of agents for the model to be e ective is still to be investigated.
Terrain acquisition has been one of the important topics for mobile robots 4, 8, 9] . In the literature, methods for using a single robot equipped with a range sensor or a vision sensor have been proposed. Our model makes good use of inter-robot communication and map sharing, thus avoiding cells that have already been visited or seen by other robots. Our algorithm assumes that self-location for each robot is reliable as with other approaches for mobile robot map making 4, 8, 9] .
The approach suggested uses certain heuristics to obtain an e cient solution. The treatment of explored regions as obstacles for further navigation attempts to give the robot a space-sweeping trajectory and hence reduces redundant exploration. The map generated is resolution complete for most cases as the robots will ultimately move towards any unexplored regions due to the nature of the sweep algorithm to avoid regions already visited. The use of dynamic call-queues aims at making e ective use of communication between robots. The determination of the robot to call is based on an empirical weighted sum of the three parameters involved.
Our approach may be used to perform other tasks such as searching for a lost item in an unknown territory, cleaning an area whose geometry is not known ahead of time, etc. In our approach, the sweep module tends to work better in the beginning when the map is largely incomplete. However, our sweep becomes ine cient when the map is nearly complete and unseen portions are fragmented.
